
EMILIO KAUDERER is the music composer of the film soundtrack of Oscar 
winning director, Juan Campanella’s Foosball (Metegol), which recently 
opened with the greatest number of tickets ever sold on an opening weekend 
in Argentina’s film history. The Foosball (Metegol) soundtrack was recorded 
at Air Studios in London by the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Kauderer. Milan Records-Warner Music released the soundtrack which 
includes a collaborative work with Calle 13 on one of the tracks.  
 
Metegol is Emilio’s seventh project with director Campanella. Emilio 
composed the music for Same Love, Same Rain (Warner), The Secret in 
their Eyes (Oscar Winner, Best Foreign Film), Belgrano, and two critically 
acclaimed mini-series, El Hombre de tu Vida and Vientos de Agua. Each 
project resulted in Emilio receiving a Best Soundtrack award from Premio 
Clarin, Premio Sur and Martin Fierro (all in Argentina). 
 
Current film scores include the upcoming Inocentes, directed by Mauricio 
Brunetti, Corazon de Leon directed by Marcos Carnevale, Amapola, directed 
by Oscar winner Eugenio Zanetti and Esclavo de Dios, directed by Joel 
Novoa. 
 
Previous film scores include among others, Miss Bala, produced by Gael 
Garcia Bernal, Diego Luna and Pablo Cruz, directed by Gerardo Naranjo, 
Disney’s Latin box office hit Viva High School Musical, directed by Jorge 
Nisco (Argentina) and Eduardo Ripari (Mexico), and Adolfo Aristarain’s A 
Place in the World, Time for Revenge, Last Days of the Victim and Love’s 
Discoteque.  A Place in the World was nominated for an Oscar for Best 
Foreign Film and won two prestigious Argentine cinema awards for Best Film 
Score.  
 
Emilio’s work on TV includes among others, Dead Like Me, Paul Rodriguez 
Live, CSI NY, and two Fox-Telecolombia TV series, Exposos and Cumbia 
Ninja. 
 
The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors granted Kauderer recognition 
for his outstanding contribution to film music.  Emilio was the recipient of a 
fellowship to The Sundance Institute’s Composer’s Lab and the BMI 
Conductors Lab.  He was honored by having been selected as the composer 
of the music for the main exhibit piece of New York’s Jewish History Museum.  
 
Kauderer lives in Los Angeles.  
Represented by Randy Gerston at First Artist Management 



Soundtracks available at www.MilanRecords.com 
 
‘‘It’s always a wonderful challenge to start a new project and see how the 
themes grow in me - - the style, the color and the message I want my music to 
convey.  It’s exhilarating to feel all my musical roots converging to create a 
fresh canvas of sound.  I grew up in Argentina, my mom sang lullabies from 
Poland, my dad played jazz standards on sax and my Uncle Herman played 
trumpet at weddings and Bar Mitzvahs.  I had a rock band, played jazz fusion, 
electronic tango and I got a scholarship to take classical music training in 
Moscow. All of that makes for a pretty interesting musical stew - - me. I’m 
fortunate to be able to wake up everyday to my passion.’’   
 
 
 


